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Emotional NEW AGE mood music straight from his heart.. 15 MP3 Songs CLASSICAL: New Age, EASY

LISTENING: Mood Music Details: "Felix used his talent to record a compact disc, including four classical

pieces and 11 of his original compositions. Track 3 is 'Ocean's Wave', which he wrote before the tsunami

struck.... His sister, Petra, also performs on two of the tracks. " - the Connecticut Post "Felix started

playing piano at age 3 but became interested at age 2. 'My parents' friend has a piano and every day

when we would drive by I always asked if we could stop there so I could bang on it." - Fairfield

CitizenNews "Felix and Petra Jarrar are an amazing brother and sister team that has partnered for a great

cause. Their album of piano pieces begins with Petra's elgant musical treatment of Lichner's 'A Short

Story'. Both Petra and Felix have an elegant and clean piano technique. Petra shines in both of her

selections, showing a beautiful sense of control and musical understanding in 'Minuet', from the A.M.

Bach Notebook. Felix shows masterful composition technique in his original pieces. His 'Ocean Waves'

brings to mind wonderful imagery of people watching a calm sea that quickly becomes tumultuous and

destructive. His use of the bass notes on the piano is extremely effective in this composition. Felix is

musically well-rounded and has a fine grasp of classical styles. His compositions feature complex

harmonic development as well as some twentieth century style atrributes. It is truly wonderful that these

children are using their talents to help those in need. And, if I might ass, both Felix and Petra are

delightful children!" - David Harris
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